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Sales Price $46,995
Specifications:

Year:  2018  

VIN:  1FT7W2BT9JEB29021  

Make:  Ford  

Stock:  N6744  

Model/Trim:  F-250 Super Duty Lariat 4X4  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  Black  

Engine:  Power Stroke 6.7L Biodiesel Turbo V8
450hp 935ft. lbs.

 

Interior:  Black  

Transmission:  6-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  94,977  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive

**Unleash the Power of Prestige: The 2018 Ford F-250 Super Duty
Lariat 4X4**

Step into the world of commanding performance and unparalleled
strength with the 2018 Ford F-250 Super Duty Lariat 4X4. Coated in a
sleek, mysterious black, this powerhouse not only dominates the road
but also boasts the honor of Kelley Blue Book's Brand Image Awards for
Best Overall Truck Brand – not once, but twice. A testament to its
enduring legacy and peerless reputation.

As you slide into the embrace of the luxurious black interior, the
specifics of which remain as enigmatic as the night, you're met with a
sense of exclusivity. The cabin's ambiance is a sanctuary of
sophistication, designed for those who appreciate the finer things
without compromising on robustness.

At the heart of this mechanical titan lies the formidable Power Stroke
6.7L Biodiesel Turbo V8 engine, a marvel of engineering that churns out
an earth-shaking 450 horsepower and an astonishing 935 ft-lbs of
torque. This is not just a truck; it's a statement of power, a testament to
what happens when raw energy meets refined technology.

Paired with a 6-Speed Shiftable Automatic transmission, this Super
Duty Lariat offers a driving experience that is both exhilarating and
smooth. Whether you're towing heavy loads or cruising down the
highway, the precision of this transmission ensures that you have the
right amount of power at your fingertips, delivering performance that is
as responsive as it is robust.

The 2018 Ford F-250 Super Duty Lariat 4X4 is more than just a vehicle;
it's a partner in your daily conquests. Whether it's tackling tough terrain
with its unyielding 4X4 capability or making a statement in the urban
jungle, this truck is equipped to handle it all with grace and agility.
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jungle, this truck is equipped to handle it all with grace and agility.

Imagine the possibilities that unfold when you have such a formidable
machine at your command. The weekend getaways that turn into
adventures, the work tasks that become effortless, the envious glances
from passersby as you roll by – this truck is not just about getting from A
to B; it's about the experiences along the way.

This Ford F-250 doesn't just meet expectations; it surpasses them with
a range of manufacturer options and packages that cater to the
discerning buyer. The attention to detail is evident in every aspect of the
vehicle, ensuring that your driving experience is nothing short of
exceptional.

In a world where first impressions matter, the 2018 Ford F-250 Super
Duty Lariat 4X4 stands out. It embodies strength, reliability, and a level
of luxury that sets it apart from the rest. Owning this truck means owning
a piece of award-winning heritage, a slice of automotive excellence that
will serve you faithfully for years to come.

Don't miss the opportunity to elevate your driving experience to new
heights. Embrace the power, embrace the luxury, embrace the legend
that is the 2018 Ford F-250 Super Duty Lariat 4X4. Visit us today and
take the first step towards claiming this titan as your own – because you
deserve a vehicle that's as bold and uncompromising as you are.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 07/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2018 FORD F-250 SUPER DUTY LARIAT

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

9 Service history
records

2 Previous owners

Types of owners: Commercial,
Lease

Last owned in Nebraska

94,977 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=1FT7W2BT9JEB29021&source=BUP
https://addisonautoplex.com/vehicle/7316715/2018-ford-f-250-super-duty-lariat-4x4-addison-tx-75001/7316715/ebrochure


Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Rear vents: second row - Center console trim: leather 

- Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front - Steering wheel trim: leather 

- Adjustable pedals: power - Cruise control - Keypad entry  

- Multi-function remote: keyless entry - Power outlet(s): 115V front  - Power steering 

- Rearview mirror: auto-dimming - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Compass 

- Customizable instrument cluster - Digital odometer - External temperature display 

- Instrument cluster screen size: 8 in. - Multi-function display - Powertrain hour meter  

- Trip odometer - Driver seat power adjustments: 10  - Front seat type: captains chairs  

- Passenger seat power adjustments: 10  - Rear seat folding: folds up  

- Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: leather

Exterior

- Front bumper color: chrome - Pickup bed light - Tailgate: lift assist 

- Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  - Front fog lights  - Side mirror adjustments: power 

- Side mirrors: heated  - Towing mirrors - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy 

- Pickup sliding rear window: power horizontal  - Power windows: safety reverse  

- Rear privacy glass - Solar-tinted glass: front - Window defogger: rear

*Est. payment based on vehicle price (excluding taxes and fees) and associated lender rates for qualified buyers, term length and any associated trade-in equity or down payment

from buyer. Contingent upon seller's acceptance of these terms. Terms may vary.
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